AllCall W1

Security Information

Dear customer, Thank you for choosing AllCall products, in order to ensure the best
performance of equipment and to avoid dangerous, please carefully check and follow all
safety information before use:
1. In the gas station, chemical plants and other electronic products prohibited places in
public, please comply with the products relevant provisions, keep off.
2. Radio waves generated by the equipment may affect the normal operation of the
implantable medical device or personal medical equipment. If you use these medical
equipment, consult your manufacturer for conditions of use of this equipment.
3. The radio waves generated by the electronic product may interfere with the safe flight
of the aircraft. Please follow the requirements of the airline to keep the product in a
shutdown state.
4. Use of an unapproved or incompatible power supply, charger, or battery may cause a
fire, explosion, or other hazard.
5. Use only accessories approved by the equipment manufacturer and with this model,
if used other types of accessories , may cause or cause a safety incident.
6. Please use the equipment in the range of 0 ℃ -35 ℃, and in the temperature -20 ℃ ~
+45 ℃ within the equipment storage and accessories. When the ambient
temperature is too high or too low, it may cause equipment failure.
7. Do not expose the device to extremely high temperatures or around hot equipment
such as sunshine, heaters, microwave ovens, ovens or water heaters. Excessive
battery may cause an explosion.
8. If the equipment is equipped with a non-removable built-in battery, do not replace the
battery yourself to avoid danger.
9. Before using this product, please use the matching parts full of electricity, after
repeated charge and discharge the battery after the battery shows more accurate.

Product configuration

category

Details

Model

AllCall W1

Size

56.5*Ø47*14 mm

System

Android 5.1

CPU

MTK6580MQuad-Core1.0GHz

RAM

2GB

ROM

16GB

Display

1.39”AMOLED

Touch

Incell (single touch)

Battery

400mAh

Speaker

Yes

MIC

Yes

USB Type

Pogo
GSM: 850/900/1800/1900

Network

WCDMA: 850/2100
4G: Not support

WIFI

802.11 b/g/n

Bluetooth

4.0

Sensor

G-sensor、Heart rate sensor, pedometer, special action trigger sensor

GPS

Yes

Card

Nano SIM Card

Power Key

Shortcut Key

Hardware instructions

Use of SIM card
This product supports NANO SIM card, does not support hot swap, before loading SIM
card, please ensure that the phone is turned off.
You need to manually remove the SIM card back cover on the back of the watch and
insert your SIM card.
WARNING: The SIM card slot position is prohibited from dust and water, so as not to
damage the product.

Power key / lock screen key / return key
Turn off the power button 3s boot.
In the standby mode, press the power button to lock the screen.
In the second menu interface, press the power button to return to the previous menu
function.
In standby mode, long press the power button 2s to adjust the multi-function menu.
When the phone crashes or system carton suddenly, long press the power button 8s can
be forced to restart.

Hot key
In the card state, tap the shortcut key to quickly switch the flight mode.

USB data cable
This product uses a dedicated pogo interface data cable, the data line with magnetic, in
the state of charge, the data line interface is strictly prohibited contact with other metal
products, so as to avoid short circuit risk.

System software instructions
Boot instructions
The first boot, the system background need to configure the appropriate parameter
information, boot time slightly longer.
Set the language to the appropriate language according to your country and region
Set your height, weight, daily exercise and other information.
Depending on your smartphone system, select the system that needs to be connected
(IOS / Android).
Mobile phone scan two-dimensional code download Wiiwatch synchronization software.

The basic operation of the menu
The dial area is small, and during the operation, the sliding distance is more than half the
screen diameter Dial interface from right to left sliding into the main menu, you can select
the function.

System software instructions

Dial interface from left to right slide into the synchronization information interface, you
can read from the phone synchronization information, or the machine's prompt
information.

Dial interface from the “top slide” “ down slide “ to enter the local state shortcut menu.

System software instructions

The dial interface from the bottom up slide into the weather display interface, connect the
network to complete the update, click will show the day's weather information.

Any second menu interface from left to right slide, can achieve the return function.

System software instructions

Dial set
In the dial interface, press the screen, enter the switch to the other dial function,
according to their own needs to drag the left and right to change the dial display.

Dial to the right, click + to enter the server to get more dial.

Connect the Smartphone

Select IOS / Android phone system
In the first boot or in the system menu interface, select the phone system you need to
connect Then click Next.

Into the two-dimensional code interface, a mobile phone with two-dimensional code
scanning function of scanning the two-dimensional code on the watch (IOS users can
search the app store Wiiwatch download) to download and install Wiiwatch synchronization
software.

Connect the Smartphone

If your phone is an Android system phone, please refer to the following connection
steps .
Turn on your phone Bluetooth and WiiWatch.
Click the Settings button in the lower right corner to enter the device management interface
and automatically search for the device When the sync software searches for AlllCall W1,
click to connect.

Instructions for use:
1. Normally, it takes about 15s to connect the phone to the phone.
2. When your phone can not search the watch, you can click the middle of the screen to
start the button to re-search the watch device.
3. After the success of the connection, the watch is synchronized software notification
information, depending on whether the phone allows the corresponding software popup notification.
4. Please ensure that the phone system allows Wiiwatch can be normal and then run,
part of the mobile phone system software will be forced to clean up after the
background cleaning

Connect the Smartphone

If your phone is an IOS system phone, please refer to the following connection
procedure:
With the above steps, if you have the correct installation of Wiiwatch software and the
watch set to IOS system, please open the phone Bluetooth and enter the Wiiwatch software
interface.

In the menu to connect the phone category, the first screen for the two-dimensional code
interface; slide to the second screen, the second screen shows the phone and AllCall
W1connection status, if the watch is not connected with the phone, then continue to slide
to the third screen.

Connect the Smartphone

The third screen, click the search button, the watch will start searching for the phone, then
make sure the phone open wiiwatch and stay in the Wiiwatch interface, when the watch
search phone wiiwatch ID, click on the connection, about 15S after the watch will
automatically connect with the phone.

Instructions for use:
1. Normally, it takes about 15s to connect the phone to the phone.

2. When your phone can not search the watch, you can click the middle of the screen to
start the button to re-search the watch device.

3. After the success of the connection, the watch is synchronized software notification
information, depending on whether the phone allows the corresponding software pop-up
notification.

4. Please ensure that the phone system allows Wiiwatch can be normal and then run, part
of the mobile phone system software will be forced to clean up after the background
cleaning.

Smart control

Music control
When your watch and mobile phone contacted, click the menu of Music Control through
the watch to control the phone-side music player (must be the system comes with music
player).

Camera control
Click the camera control, control the phone camera through the watch camera (must be
mobile phone camera bring the buit-in camera, and can control the camera through the
volume control).

Bluetooth call function

Bluetooth connection.
From the Settings-Connect into the Bluetooth menu, open the phone Bluetooth and make
sure to turn on the Bluetooth visibility of the phone, use the watch to search for nearby
Bluetooth devices and paired connections.

Bluetooth call
Click on the phone interface icon / phone icon, free to switch phone or watch calls.

Common problem

Q1: The watch can not connect to the phone?
A: 1.Check whether the system set by the watch is consistent with the mobile phone
system.
2. Confirm that the watch / phone Bluetooth is on normally.
3.Confirm that the connection is made according to the corresponding Android / IOS
operation procedure.
4.Reboot the device or restore the factory settings.
Q2: The watch is often disconnected from the phone?
A: 1.Check whether the phone is turned off when the connection is disconnected, check
whether the system management software in the phone has forced to shut down Wiiwatch.
2.Verify that the phone is connected to other Bluetooth devices and that there is a
disconnection.
3.Restart the phone and restart the smartwatch or restore the factory settings.
Q3: watch can not control the phone music, taking pictures?
A: 1.watch can only control the android / ios native camera and music applications, can
not control third-party applications.
2.Only the mobile phone can use the volume keys to take pictures of the device, you
can use the watch to control the camera function.
Q4: The issue of watch fever?
A: 1. Because of the limited space inside the phone, and in order to better waterproof
and sealing performance, resulting in equipment running heat spread slowly. When your
device is obviously hot, it is recommended that you do not use multiple applications at
the same time Or stop using WIFI Internet and other application consumption of more
energy.

More questions are welcome to visit AllCall official forum:bbs.allcall.hk to
communicate.

